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Cross sections for target K-plus-L-shell multiple-vacancy production by ions

can be inferred from experimental measurements of K x-ray and Auger satel l i te

intensities. The theory of KnL multiple-vacancy distributions has been genera-

lized from the single-particle model (the stat ist ical ly independent electron

approximation) to the independent Fermi particle model. The Pauli correlations

(electron exchange terms) are found to nearly cancel in many cases because of a

tendency toward random phases. This results in the f i r s t quantal demonstration

that the vacancy distribution is nearly binomial (but sl ightly narrower).

Calculations have been generalized from the traditional f irst-order approxima-

tions to unitary approximations ( f i r s t Magnus and coupled-channels) which

correctly predict the saturation of the mean vacancy probability with increasing

projectile charge. The recent availabi l i ty of satel l i te and hypersatellite data

for the same coll ision system makes possible the beginning of an investigation

of the effects of increased removal energies and increased shaking in hyper-

satell i tes (K2LV) as compared with satel l i tes. We review our unified treatment

of ion-plus-shaking induced amplitudes for L-vacancy production accompanying

ion-generated K-holes. Calculations for C6+ + Me satel l i te and hypersatellite

vacancy distributions are presented.
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1. Introduction

K-shell vacancy production by ion-impact remains a challenging problem in

atomic theory because i t occurs predominantly in jlose collisions, during which

the interaction between the projectile and the target electrons becomes very

strong. By contrast, inclusive L-shell vacancy production [1] is dominated by

collisions with relatively large values of the impact parameter, several times

the L-shell radius, for which the interaction is weak enough that the creation

of a second L-shell vacancy or a K-hole occurs very infrequently. The close

collisions can be distinguished experimentally by detecting the decay of a K-

vacancy by measuring a K x-ray or a K Auger electron. Because of the strong

Coulomb interaction in close collisions, the production of one or more L-holes

in addition to the K-hole is quite probable. For light ions the relative proba-

bility KLVKL0 is proportional to Z 2 , where Z is the nuclear charge of the

projectile. The energies of the K*LV hole configurations vary with the number

of L-shell vacancies, v, as do the energies of the final states of the K decay

process, K°LV+1, so that the decay energies depend on v. The configurations

with one or more L-shell vacancies show up as satellites of the x-ray or Auger

K diagram-line. Under moderate resolution one cannot distinguish experimen-

tally among holes in the Lj, LJJ , and LJJJ subshells (2Sj,2 , 2pl/2>
 a n d

2p3»2 spin-orbitals). The probability of producing a second K-hole relative to

a single K-hole is typically ~ 10"1* in proton impact, but this relative probabi-

l i ty also increases as Z 2 for small Z . The so-called hypersatellites, K2LV,

have been measured in recent years with sufficient accuracy to provide good

intensity distributions as a function of v. The KLV and K2LV cross sections

provide a wealth of data which presents a considerable challenge to the theory

of atomic inner-shell collision physics.



The energies of the K satellites and hypersatellites are well understood in

terms of the Hartree-Fock theory of hole configurations. The intensity d i s t r i -

butions have been found empirically to obey to good approximation a binomial

distribution. For a shell S with N spin-orbitals this distribution satisfies

— N n SN"V n N v _ N-v1 = CPc + ( i-Pc)] = I p
 v = I (V)CPQ) U-Pc) " (1*1)

v=0 S v=0

where the number-exclusive hyperinclusive (NEHI) probability [2] of precisely v
N-v

vacancies and N-v occupancies in S is denoted by P , and the mean vacancy
Sv

probabi l i ty per electron is

N sN-v

v=0 ^ Sv S*

This empirical observation is easily explained in terms of a semi-classical

{" impaoparameter") treatment of the re lat ive motion of the pro jec t i le and

target , and a s ingle-part ic le mode* (SPM) of the mult iple-hole production. In

th is formulation the creations of the various holes are regarded as s t a t i s t i -

ca l ly independent, so that
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and pL = pL(0).

The binomial distribution is built into the SPM through the assumption that

the holes are statistically independent, so that this model cannot account for

any significant deviations from the binomial form such as the frequent

occurrence of an experimental second moment which is smaller than that given by

the binomial distribution. This remark holds even when one distinguishes the

three L subshells with separate "p. , "p. , and "p. . In the case of F 9 + + Ne,
LI LII LIII

a nearly symmetric collision system for which electron transfer to the projec-

t i l e is highly probable at intermediate impact speeds, the observed satel l i te

intensities deviate strongly from the binomial [3]. Thus, one challenge to

collision theory is to provide a quantal many-electron theory which nearly redu-

ces to the single-electron theory in many cases, but has the capability of pro-

viding somewhat narrower distributions and, in cases where one or two channels

are dominant, can give strong deviations from the binomial. We have developed

such a theory in the framework of the independent Fermi particle model (IFPM),

which contains the effect of Pauli correlations. Their influence on the vacancy

distribution will be discussed in § 2.

Because the binomial distribution is usually a fairly good approximation,

emphasis can be centered on calculating "pL, which nearly determines the L-shell

distribution. All the calculations in the literature, aside from our work, have

been limited to first-order collision approximations. These calculations have

had enough success for proton and alpha impact to keep them in vogue for a

decade, but they fail increasingly as Z is increased. This presents a severe

gap in our understanding, because the most interesting cases are those with

large "p. . These are also the most important for applications of x-ray satel l i -

tes to the study of electron densities in chemical compounds and solids [4].



The first-order approximations fai l in several ways as Z increases: a) experi-

mentally, the magnitude of "p. does not grow as Z 2 , but saturates so as to

remain < 1; b) a shift of the peak of the graph of "p~L to higher impact speed is

not predicted; and c) the width of this graph is not predicted to change with

Z , whereas experimentally i t broadens considerably. We have performed IFPM

calculations both in the f i r s t Magnus approximation (a unitarized Born

approximation) in which p*. is guaranteed to remain < 1 and also in the more

refined coupled-channels approximation. Our results are discussed in § 3.

In K-shell photoionization, a first-order absorption process, for l ight

targets a faint satel l i te l ine, K^1, is seen. This is successfully understood

as a K-shell photoionization together with a shake-off or shake-up of an L-

shell electron resulting from the sudden change in the Hartree-Fock f ie ld when

the K-electron is ejected [5 ] . For multiply-charged-ion impact "p. , from below

to quite a bi t above its peak as a function of impact speed, is well described

by direct multiple-electron excitation by the ion. However, for high speeds

where p̂! is well below i ts peak value, the "shaking" process must contribute

signif icantly. Heretofore, this process has been included only as an additive,

static contribution. We have noticed [6] that i ts contribution should be more

than doubled for hypersatellites as compared to satel l i tes. Also, we have

realized that "shaking" is not a usual reaction mechanism in the sense of having

a perturbing term in the Hamiltonian associated with i t . We have developed a

unified theory [6] of direct ionization and shaking in which the two "processes"

interfere. This theory and an application to satell ites and hypersatellites

produced in C6+ + Ne collisions are discussed in § 4.



2. Pauli Correlations

In the IFPM the Pauli Exclusion Principle is satisfied so that the results of

coll ision theory contain electron exchange terms, which imply statist ical corre-

lations among vacancies. Whereas the SPM leads t r i v ia l l y to the binomial

distribution of multiple vacancies, the IFPM requires a very much more extensive

analysis [7,2] . We shall only sketch the theoretical development and then

discuss numerical results of calculations. First , we emphasize that we are

dealing with inclusive processes [1,8] in which we must sum the cross sections

of al l reactions in which the specified conditions are met. For KnLv inclusive

vacancy processes, we sum over the various holes which can be created in the M

and higher shells and over the various multiplets contributing to a given

KnLv configuration. Each exclusive reaction, ^ . . . . l y ) •*• (k1...,kp) has a

transition amplitude at impact-parameter b, given in terms of single-electron

amplitudes, a .̂ (b), by

<k1,...k.N | A(b) | hx hN> = <tet[akh] (2.1)

where k ranges over k1 kp and h over h ]L,...,hp. The probability for this

exclusive reaction is

k , . . . , k
1 > * " > F ( h h ; b ) = | < k

P
A(b) | h 1 , . . . ,hF>| 2 . (2.2)

Those particular inclusive probabilities for which only final vacancies are spe-

cif ied are defined for,an F-electron system by

k
P , k, * \. V . (2.3)

" i * -m k < < k 1 1 m

We find [8,2]

where [7]

p (F) = det[6.. - a[2) ] , i , j = 1 m (2.4)
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k ! r i k , h k % h k ! k ( 2 - 5 )

The SPM gives the approximation to (2.4), and to other related quant i t ies, in

which al l the off-diagonal elements a j^ i are dropped. These off-diagonal ele-

ments contain a l l the Pauli exchange terms. Next, we define hyperinclusive

expected values [7,2] (which are not probabi l i t ies, but rather sums of them) for

at least v vacancies in a set (a shell or sum of shells) S with N spin-orb i ta ls ,

by

Q v s E PX x < 0 (2.6)

where each x. belongs to S. These can be expressed in terms of the NEHI proba-

b i l i t i es by

-N-v <.N-v-l # V + 1 W V + JM cN-v-2
^ V " r V \ V T ^ r

 v+1 T T-9 r v+2 • " *
SV SV SV X ^ SV ^

The main result of the analysis is the inversion [7,2] of eq. (2.7) to give

(9 7)

ps - o - fv+11n + f ^ l o + + f - r ~ v ( n 1 0 ( 2 8 )
v 4 v - \ . i J 4 v + i + I o ^ v+2 " * l ' '•N-v' ^ N* i t . o ;

sv sv I sv+i ^ sv+^ N v $N

The second term cancels that part of Q w pertaining to v+1 vacancies; the th i rd
Sv

term cancels that part of the f i r s t two terms containing v+2 vacancies; etc. As

(2)a check of (2.8) , we note that, i f we neglect a l l the off-diagonal a s and

(2)assume that a l l the diagonal a s are the same,

(9)

x' " a n ' ( b l

then

Q v(b) - (J) P (b) v . ' (2.10)

Equation (2.8) becomes
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which is the SPM result, the binomial distribution. Equation (2.8) is readily

computable; each Q is a small sum of low-order determinants. We refer to eq.

(2.8) as the "vacancy formulation". There is an alternative "occupancy
S n

formulation" which involves hyperinclusive expected values, Q , for at least n

final occupancies in the set S. An important check on the algebra is that

numerical calculations with both formulations have always given the same

results.

For application to the KnLv multiple vacancies, the formalism sketched above

has been extended to MEHI probabilities in which the precise number of vacancies

in each of two shells, K and L, is specified. Moreover, because the Coulomb

interaction does not change the projection of intrinsic spin, we also separate

the Q's into sums of products of spin-up and spin-down factors. The resulting

expression for the satelli te NEHI probabilities has been stated in ref. [1].

The results for the hypersatellites and for no K-hole are given, along with a

full derivation, in ref. [2].

Let us examine some results of a coupled-channels calculation of C6+ + Ne

collisions at 1 MeV/amu. The integrand of the double K-vacancy cross section,
i/O

a 2 of eq. (1.5), reaches its maximum near b = 0.41 a,,. The inclusive single-

vacancy probabilities, ph, are the same in both the SPM and the IFPM. Their

values at b/aK = 0.41 are p l s = 0.014, p 2 s = 0.573, p2 = 0.707, p2 = 0.436,

and p2 = 0.418. Here 2p+ and 2p- are the symmetrical and antisymmetrical com-

binations, respectively, of the 2p orbitals with m = ±1. The average, L-shell,



SPMinclusive, single-vacancy probability at this b value is p. = 0.535. It

applies both to satellites and hypersatellites. The first step in obtaining the

effect of Pauli correlations is to evaluate the six off-diagonal elements of the
(2)density matrix a . In part A of table 1 we see that their magnitudes are con-

1/2

siderably less than those of (pn n ) a n d that their phases are well d i s t r i -

buted [9] in the interval (-it.it). The orbital 2p_ does not appear in the table
because the only amplitude a. 2 which does not vanish because of invariance

to)
under time reversal is a2 2p * s 0 t n a t t h e o n l y non-vanishing a^ L is the

I?) ~* ~ 12)
diagonal element a ^ 2_ = l-p2 . The a v " s reduce the IFPM values of the
particular inclusive multiple-vacancy probabil it ies, p. . , below their SPM

1 2 * " *
values, as shown in part B of table 1. The hyperinclusive expected values, eq.

(2.6), are similarly reduced [1 ] . Equation (2.8) for the number-exclusive
K2-n ,8-v

hyperinclusive (NEHI) probabilities P ' is an alternating series. The
Kn,Lv

alternation of signs tends to further lessen the difference between the IFPM and

SPM results for the NEHI probabilit ies. The resulting IFPM distribution for the
K° L8"v

hypersatellites, PK2'i v (0.41 a.,), is shown in the shaded histogram of f i g . 1.

The IFPM mean L-shell hypersatellite vacancy probability per electron, obtained
(2)from this distribution by eq. (1.2), is p̂  = 0.463, which is 13.3% less than

to)
the SPM value. The binomial distribution with p/ = 0.463 is shown in the

unshaded histogram of f i g . 1. One sees that the IFPM distribution is close to
(2)

the binomial distribution with the same value of p̂  • We have used a logarith-

mic scale in f i g . 1 in order to show that in the wings (v=0,l,7,8) the binomial

values are more than a factor 2 times the IFPM values. The IFPM distribution is

thus narrower and more sharply peaked than the corresponding binomial distr ibu-

t ion. A measure of the width is the normalized variance <(v - <v>)2>/<v>2,

which is (l-p)/8p for a binomial distribution. The normalized variance of the
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IFPM hypersatellite distribution at 0,41 aK is only 0.102/0.145 <• 70% of that of

the binomial distribution, and 75% of that of the "subshell binomial" distribu-

tion, with the same pL value. For the IFPM satell i te distribution, p^ =

0.499; and for the "no K-vacancy" case, pJ = 0.536. These are 6.6% lower and

0.24% greater, respectively, than the SPM value. The weighted average of the

three IFPM values equals the SPM value, where the weight factors are

) n ( l -P l s ) 2 ' n . n-0,1.2.

After integration over the impact parameter, we obtain in the IFPM(SPM)

= 0.451(0.530), "p*11 = 0.450(0.489), and "p[0) = 0.159"2 (0.159"2). The "no

K-vacancy" cross section is dominated by large b-values where p (b) is small

so that hole-hole correlations are negligible. The weight factor for the double

K-vacancies is concentrated at smaller b-values than that for the satel l i tes .

Hence the SPM ratio "p£ y"p£ 1s 8% greater than one. However, in the IFPM at

each b p ( 2 )(b)/p ( 1 )(b) is less than one so that p£2 /"p t l J is only 0.2% greater

than one. We return to the comparison between hypersatellite and satel l i te "p"L

values in § 4, where we include shaking contributions and also take into account

(crudely) the fact that the removal energies for hypersatellites are greater

than those for satell i tes. These two effects operate in opposite directions.

3. Saturation of *pL(Z ) in coupled-channels collision theory

The most glaring failure of first-order collision approximations, whether

wave-mechanical Born, semi-classical Born (SCA), or binary encounter impulse

approximation (BEA) is that "p. grows too rapidly with Z and eventually exceeds

unity. In the SPM

unocc
PL(Zp.b) = I < I « M(Zp.b) I >L = Z p

2 pL(l,b) (3.1)
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where the sum is over all initially unoccupied spin-orbitals and the average is

over all the spin-orbitals X in the L-shell. Equation (3.1) is an immediate

consequence of the fact that the off-diagonal, first-order, collision amplitudes

are proportional to Z .

In order to keep p. (Z ) < 1, i t is essential to use a unitary collision

approximation, i .e . one in which probability is conserved. One of the simplest

of these is the first Magnus (Ml) approximation [10]. If the time-development

matrix in first-order theory, U ( t , t ' ) , has the asymptotic limit

the corresponding matrix for the Ml approximation is

(3.3)

Here, with the Hamiltonian H = H +V{t), in the interaction picture,

. „ , iHt' -iHrtt"
B = C d t ' e v^')e ° . (3.4)

is Hermitian, so that a*M1' is unitary. •
2

Figure 2 shows results of Ml calculations in the IFPM of p. /Z versus impact
r v

energy per nucleon for If*", He2+, C6+, and F9+ ions on atomic argon. By

contrast, for SCA calculations in the SPM, the curves for all values of Z would

be coincident and would lie very near the first Magnus curve for protons. The

peak value, (p. /Z n
2 L, v - 0.024, would then imply for F9+ that fp. V?™ « 2. The

Ml peak value for F9+, on the other hand, is only about 0.4.

Although the Ml approximation gives saturation of "p̂  with Z , we can obtain

greater accuracy by doing coupled-channels calculations. For the Ml and the

coupled-channels calculations we employed a large set of target-centered spin-

orbitals calculated by diagonalizing the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian of the argon
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ground state in an underlying basis of normalized, complex, exponential func-

tions. The resulting pseudostates consist of very good approximations to the

occupied Hartree-Fock states together with localized spin-orbitals with

pseudoenergies greater than zero. The latter have been found to give a good

description of ionization. The basis contained nine radial functions for each

value of angular momentum A, where A = 0, 1, 2, and 3. In the coupled-channels

calculations all the pseudostates were allowed to mix during each of very many

time steps, At. The resulting curves [4] for p. /Z also are shown in f i g . 2.

One sees that the deviations of the coupled-channels curves from the Ml curves

increase with Z . A comparison of the coupled-channels curves with the

available experimental data is given in ref. [4 ] . We note that the theory pre-

dicts that as Z increases, the peak value moves to higher impact speed and the

peak broadens. These features are in agreement with experiment.

The1 absolute magnitude of the calculated "p. is very good for protons, but

becomes steadily worse as Z increases. For Z = 9, "p"L is overestimated by up

to a factor of 1.7. We attribute the overestimate to a fai lure of the IPM to

employ large enough removal energies for multiple-vacancy production. In the

IPM the removal energy for m holes i=l ,2,. . ,m is

where e. is the Hartree-Fock energy eigenvalue for spin-orbital i . These eigen-

values are good approximations to the corresponding f i r s t ionization potentials,

I : . I f we think of the holes as created in succession beginning with the

least bound, the correct removal energy is

R (m) = ( 1 ) + , + _ + ,
1 2 m
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where i] is the 1 ionization potential, namely, that for spin-orbital i in

the Hartree-Fock potential in which i-1 higher lying electrons have already been

removed. Our partially successful efforts to overcome this difficulty of the

"non-additivity of first ionization potentials" is discussed in ref. [1] and

also below in connection with figs. 3 and 4.

4. Unification of collision and shake contributions to K2LV hole production

For very l ight elements the relat ive change in the Hartree-Fock field pro-

duced by the removal of an inner electron is much greater than i t is for heavy

elements. Also the change resulting from the removal of two K-shell electrons

i s roughly twice that from the removal of only one. Thus, one may i,;pect to see

the effect of "shaking" most prominently in the hypersatell i tes of l ight e le-

ments. In the past, the primary collision event and shaking have been treated

as successive events. In that approach one would calculate NEHI probabili t ies

for multiple-vacancy production by ion-impact, "F, and then matrix multiply these

probabil i t ies by a shaking probability, P , to get final probabili t ies

v2-n ,8-v c . ,,2-n . 8-v'
PK

n V
L (Zp.E,b) = I ?„ < v , v ' r n >\ (Zp ,E,b), n-1.2 (4.1)

Kn,LV V v ' n Kn,LV P

The shake-off plus shake-up probability matrix is independent of Zp, the impact

energy E, and the impact parameter.

In practice, the shaking process has been almost completely neglected for ion

impact, although i t has been examined carefully [5] for photon and electron

impact ionization of the K-shell, for which the small "p. is produced almost

ent irely by shaking. For impact by multiply charged ions, the peak value of

•p"L(E) is so large that the shake contribution to i t is negligible. Only for

energies well above that of i t s peak does pj become small enough for shaking to
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show up. Nevertheless, this high-energy region is accessible experimentally,

and comparison of "pL's for hypersatellites and satellites should yield infor-

mation on shaking. Interpretation is complicated by the fact that for hyper-

satellites the L-shell removal energies are greater than for satel l i tes . This

tends to reduce "pL, whereas the greater shaking tends to increase "p"L for hyper-

satel l i tes . So far there have been very few such pairs of data. R. L. Watson,

0. Benka £ t jil_. [11] have obtained both "p. values in neon at E/A approximately

equal to 1.35 MeV for Z = 2, 6, 12, and 18 (with mean ionic charges ~q of

1.8 ± 0.2, 5.1 ± 0.2, 8.6 ± 0.4, and 13.0 + 0.5, respectively). The satel l i te

and hypersatellite "pj values are nearly the same at this impact speed. However,

for the smallest Z (He ions) the hypersatellite value (0.13) is 18% greater

than the satell i te value (0.11), which may possibly be showing the greater

shaking for hypersatellites. Unfortunately, such data are not yet available as

a function of velocity.

With the aim of stimulating more extensive measurements, we have developed a

unified theory [6] of ion-impact and shaking contributions to vacancy production

in the L-shell accompanying impact-induced single or double K-vacancy produc-

tion. Because both processes lead to the same final states, a quantal treatment

should deal with interfering amplitudes rather than only with probabilities. In

first-order perturbation theory, two perturbing potentials Vx and V2 lead to

transition amplitudes

(1) _ (1,1) (1.2)
akh " akh akh

where a ' is caused by Vx and a ' by V2. In higher orders of perturbation

theory there are terms which arise from both potentials. A familiar two-

potential problem is that of combined nuclear and Coulomb forces for p-p scat-

tering. In the present problem we circumvent the explicit introduction of the
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change in the HF Hamiltonian by the removal of one or two K electrons, and make

use only of the two sets of HF pseudoeigenfunctions. We make the ansatz that

the impact-induced transition amplitudes, a^ u(b)» are calculated with the i n i -

t i a l pseudostates and that the physical transition amplitudes including shaking

can be obtained simply by projecting the impact amplitudes onto the f inal

("shaken") basis, {<&.}• This sudden approximation gives the "unified" scat-

tering amplitudes [6]

skh(VE'b)E^i v> vh(V
E-b) (4*2)

V , h ( V
) 1 #rV,h(VE'b) (4'3)

where we have let [1]

<«£« V > l i 6 u c ' + flW' (4-4)

Care must be taken to place a constraint on the relation between the initial and

final bases in order to prevent "spontaneous" shaking in the absence of a colli-

sion [6]. The term in (4.3) containing the shaking factor Q also involves

the impact amplitudes a. - . and consequently depends on Z and E. Only at very

K ,n p
high energies where (see (3.2))

ak,h

with B small, do we get a dominant, static, pure shaking term, Q£ h» in

' (4-6)

The rate at which this asymptotically high energy l imi t is reached depends on

Z . This can be seen by comparing f i g . 4 bel

f i g . 2 of ref. 6 (He2+ + Ne hypersatellites).

Z . This can be seen by comparing f i g . 4 below (C6+ + Ne hypersateliites) with
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We have performed first Magnus and coupled-channels calculations in the IFPM

for C6+ + Ne for comparison with the satelli te and hypersatellite "pL values of

Watson, Benka, et a]_. [11]. Figure 3 shows the satell i te and fig. 4 the hyper-

satell i te results for impact energies between 1 and 10 MeV/amu. The long dashed

curve and the long and short dashed curve above 2.5 MeV/amu are f i rs t Magnus

results without and with shaking, respectively. The first Magnus approximation

becomes inaccurate at lower energies, where we have done coupled-channels calcu-

lations (—0—) without shaking. The extrapolations of the coupled-channels

curves would join the coresponding first Magnus curves at E/A = 3 to 4 MeV. The

full square is the datum of ref. 11 plotted at the initial beam energy, E/A =

1.83 MeV [12]. It lies at about 3/4 the coupled-channels value, so we are not

yet in a position to test the unified theory. The full-triangle satell i te value

is from Kauffman et _al_. [3] at 1.5 MeV/amu.

All of the above-mentioned curves were calculated with the initial basis of

the HF ground state of Ne. The open triangles and squares represent f i rs t
— 1 — 2

Magnus values obtained with the "final" (Is) and (Is) HF configurations,

respectively. The full circles (and curves) are coupled-channels values

from the (Is)" HF configuration* Even these l ie slightly above the experimen-

tal values. However, the initial conditions are not handled properly as yet in

these calculations. We should first project the initial states onto the "final"
— 1 •• 2

(Is) or (Is) basis and then calculate the impact amplitudes. We obtain a

formulation alternative to that of eq. (4.2),
sk,h =

k U , k ' 4 l V > (4-7)

where here the intermediate states belong to the final basis. Calculations with

this formulation are in progress. Many more data are needed at high energies.
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Experiments with.fully stripped projectiles would be especially valuable.

Separation of the effects.of non-IFPM removal energies and shaking remains an

interest ing, fundamental problem.
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Table 1

Effect of Pauli correlations in coupled-channels calculations for
C6+ + Ne at E/A = 1.0 HeV/amu and b = 0.41 a|< employing the HF poten-
t i a l [13] of the ( Is ) " 1 configuration of Ne. The various vacancies
must have the same projection of intr insic spin.

A. Off-diagonal, single-electron,,transition-density matrix^
elements:
phase.

normalized i

B. Inclusive

h '

Is
Is
Is
2s
2s
2p0
Is
Is
Is
2s
Is

h 2

2s
2p0
2p+
2p0
2p+
2p+
2s
2s
2p0
2p0
2s

h i

Is

2s

2p0

uagnitude

h 2

2s
2p0
2p°
2p0

2p+

• V . = l

H$ 2
0.5786
0.3582
0.0690
0.3955
0.0591
0.0657

particular multiple-vacancy

h3 h^

2p0
2p+
2p+
2p+
2p0 2p+

IFPM
P

5.44-3
8.79-3
6.19-3

3.42" l

2.49" 1
2.44- l

1.492-3

2.187-3
3.801-3
1.473" l
7.040"1*

a
h i h

Pi

2 '/(V>

<%)

-112.5°
22.1°

- 87.7°
93.2°

177.8°
58.3°

probabilities,

i

8,
1.
6.
4.
2.
2.
5.
3.
4.
1.
2.

SPM

.17-3

.OI-2

.22-3
,05-1
.50- 1

.45" l
780-3

566-3
399-3
768" l

521-3

> 2 J '

phL,h

, and

•
2*" * " "

IFPM, SPM
P /P

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.666

.870

.995

.844

.996

.996

.258

.613

.864

.833

.279
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Ffgure Captions

Fig. 1. Histogram of the L-shell, multiple-vacancy probability distribution for

hypersatellites (double K-vacancies) produced in C6+ + Ne collisions at 1.0

MeV/amu and b = 0.4085 aK as given by coupled-channels calculations in a large

target-centered atomic basis. IFPM and binomial results are shaded and
(2)unshaded, respectively; both have p? = 0.46257.

Fig. 2. Scaled mean L-shell vacancy probability per electron, PL/Z . versus

impact energy per nucleon for satell ites (single K-shell vacancy) in argon pro-

duced by ions with nuclear charges Zp - 1, 2, 6, and 9, as given by f i r s t Magnus

and coupled-channels calculations.

Fig. 3, Satell ite "p, for C6+ + Ne collisions as a function of impact energy per

nucleon. The two experimental data (AandB) and the f i r s t Magnus and coupled-

channels curves and points are described in the text.

Fig. 4. Hypersatellite "p. versus projectile energy per atomic mass unit for

C6+ + Ne coll isions. The experimental datum (fl) is from ref. 11. The f i r s t

Magnus curves with and without shakeoff, the f i r s t Magnus points calculated

without shakeoff in the ( Is ) " 1 (A) and ( Is)"2 (n) HF potential, and the coupled-

channels curves without shakeoff calculated in the HF ground state (0) and

(Is)" (•) configurations are discussed in the text.
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